Pinnacle Mercantile Plastic Spray Bottles USA Made 4-Pack 16 Oz
Heavy Duty No Leak Empty Refillable Spray Bottle Mist Stream for
Cleaning Solutions, Plant, Hair, Bleach, Vinegar, Alcohol Safe
Review-2021

LEAK-PROOF TECHNOLOGY - Constructed with no rubber parts; Our sprayer features a long
lasting polypropylene spray head, tight and secure cap closure, internal cap gasket, 302 stainless
steel spring and a precision valve and piston, for a no clog and no leak experience; A proven and
reliable no leak venting system primes quickly and stays primed
BETTER TRIGGER SPRAYER DESIGN- The sprayer exterior sides fit your hand comfortably,
eliminating hand fatigue Adjustable red nozzle turns easily letting you switch from mist, stream or to
off; Pull trigger has a short effortless squeeze reducing finger fatigue ; Suction dip tube reaches the
bottom of the bottle enabling you to get the last of your liquid sprayed out
DURABLE BOTTLES- Our 16 ounce heavy duty impact resistance spray bottles are made from
HDPE plastic, recycle code # 2. BPA Free Ergonomic neck gives you a comfortable grip Mouth
opening is 5/8 inch wide making it easy to fill Bottle measures 8 inches high without the sprayer
attached with sprayer attached the height is 10 1/4 inches and 2 1/2 inches wide at the bottom; They
are dishwasher safe on the top rack
100% MADE IN THE USA- Thanks for supporting American jobs and businesses. Our trigger spray
bottles are shrink wrapped for protection. Sold as a Pack of 4
HOUSEHOLD-COMMERCIAL-INDUSTRIAL USES- Our multi purpose spray bottles have an
excellent chemical compatibility. Use them for cleaning solutions, hair spray water bottle, plant
misting, succulent, herbs, ironing, laundry, car detailing, janitorial. Make your own homemade pest
repellent, diy cleaners or just use with water to cool yourself; They are bleach, vinegar and rubbing
alcohol safe (please read the product description below for more information on chemical usage)Our
spray bottle ergonomic design lets the sprayer rest comfortably in your hand lessening hand fatigue.
This also allows your fingers to be closer to the trigger and combine that with an easy, short and
smooth pull of the trigger for reduced finger fatigue.Our nozzle can be adjusted from mist to stream
or to the off position with just a simple turn. Which saves time and effort trying to adjust your
sprayer. Graphics on the nozzle shows you what position you have the sprayer set.There is no "O"
ring to wear out or leak. The suction tube reaches the bottom of the bottle allowing you to spray all
of your liquid out. The internal spring is made of 302 stainless steel for greater corrosion resistance.
All of the components used in making the sprayer are the best of quality for a no leak experience
when using it. The bottle is sturdy, durable and impact resistant.The ergonomic neck of the bottle
gives you a comfortable grip. The flat bottom of the bottle ensures it won't tip over. The opaque color
(semi-transparent) allows you to see the contents of the bottle. The 16 oz holds enough liquid to do
the job but without having to carry around a larger heavier bottle. There is no fluid measurements on
the bottle.Our bottles and sprayers are both made in the USA. Bottles and sprayers are hand
inspected before being shipped.More information on chemical usage. No sprayer is compatible with
all chemicals. Our 16 ounce spray bottle is made from sturdy and durable HDPE plastic. The trigger
sprayer is constructed using polypropylene, polyethylene, hdpe, mdpe, celcon and polyethylene
plastics. The majority of common water based chemicals are compatible with these plastics, but
some are not. It is recommended that you check first to verify that the chemical you are using is
compatible with the plastics listed.Measurements- Bottle is 8 inches high without the sprayer
attached with sprayer attached the height is 10 1/4 inches, the bottom is 2 1/2 inches wide
LEAK PROOF TECHNOLOGY
Constructed with no rubber parts.Our sprayer features a long lasting polypropylene spray head,
tight and secure cap closure, internal cap gasket, 302 stainless steel spring and a precision valve
and piston, for a no clog and no leak experience.A proven and reliable no leak venting system
primes quickly and stays primed.
BETTER TRIGGER SPRAYER DESIGN
The sprayers exterior sides fit your hand comfortably, eliminating hand fatigue.Adjustable red
nozzle turns easily letting you switch from mist, stream or to off.
DURABLE BOTTLES
Our 16 ounce heavy duty impact resistance spray bottles are made from HDPE plastic, recycle
code # 2. The ergonomic neck gives you a comfortable grip. The opening is 5/8 inch wide making it
easy to fill. Bottle measures 8 inches high without the sprayer attached with sprayer attached the
height is 10 1/4 inches and 2 1/2 inches wide at the bottom. They are dishwasher safe on the top

rack and BPA Free
100% MADE IN THE USA
Bottles and sprayers are Made in the USA.Thanks for supporting American jobs and businesses.Our
trigger spray bottles are shrink wrapped for protection. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code,
discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for
money.

